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General Regulations of Carpentry Product Use

• Carpentry products should only be used in accordance with the generally accepted functional
purposes thereof.
• Only services of appropriately qualified specialists should be used for assembly, installation,
repairs, technical servicing, as well as any changes to the initial condition of the products.
• Interior items are intended for use in premises with a constant relative humidity of 55 + 10%
and air temperature of 10 - 30° C above zero. Excessive dryness of air, as well as excessive
humidity are equally hazardous for the products.
• Steep temperature and humidity changes in the premises are impermissible (maximum change
of 5% per hour).
• Prevent long-term exposure of the products to sources causing heating of the surface (fire,
light from powerful lamps, etc.). Contact with objects and surfaces that are heated to
temperatures above 60°С is prohibited for all surfaces, except for the surfaces that have been
especially designed to endure high temperatures.
• Long-term exposure to sunlight can change the colour of the product. Slightly changed colour
due to long-term exposure to sunlight is not considered to be a defect.
• Immediately remove the liquids that have been spilled onto the surface of the product.
• Contact of aggressive liquids, for instance, alcohol, acetone, petrol, acids, alkali, etc. with the
surfaces of the products is prohibited.
• Unjustified submission of the products to excessive loads that they have not been designed to
bear is prohibited.
• Prevent mechanical damage that could be caused by the impact of hard or sharp objects,
abrasive materials.
• In order to avoid the development of product defects, it is recommended to eliminate the faults
and mechanical damage that occur as soon as possible.
• In order to prevent breaks of door hinges, avoid opening the doors at angles that exceed the
angles provided for by the design.

Doors

• Door stops must not be installed closer to the door casing than at a distance equal to one half
of the door width to avoid breaking the hinges.

• Do not permit forceful closing of the doors, if foreign bodies (wires, clothing, towels, etc.) are
situated between the door leaf and door casing. This may lead to the deformation of the door
leaf and the incorrect functioning thereof.
• Wooden entrance doors must be protected from direct exposure to weather precipitation that
may fall on them.

Conditions of Maintenance

• Maintenance of carpentry products must only be performed by using high-quality cleaning
agents, which are especially designed for these purposes, in accordance with the enclosed
manufacturer’s instructions on the methods and areas of use thereof.
• Some specific cleaning agents may contain high concentrations of aggressive chemical
substances and/or abrasive compounds. Use of such cleaning agents is impermissible.
• Before the use of any cleaning agents their compatibility with the materials of the surfaces
scheduled for cleaning must be verified by testing the cleaning agent on the invisible areas of
the product.
• During the cleaning of materials that absorb humidity, the impurities must be completely
removed during a single cleaning session. In most cases the removal of spots that have been left
after cleaning is practically impossible.
• Extensive and long-term use of moisture is impermissible while cleaning carpentry products
from dust or impurities, i.e. the items must be wiped dry immediately after cleaning.
• If special cleaning agents are not available, the surfaces may be cleaned by using a dry or
slightly moist microfibre cloth.
• If in doubt, it is recommended to address a specialist for assistance.

Transportation and Storage of Products

• The items must be transported in original package, observing all signs indicated on the boxes.
• It must be taken into consideration during the transportation and warehousing of the items
that the boxes may not be placed on top of one another, if a risk of package deformation exists.
• Dropping the items is prohibited, even packed items may be damaged as a result of a fall.
• The products may not be subject to steep temperature and humidity changes (maximum
permissible change is 5% per hour) during transportation.
• The conditions that apply to the use of products must be observed during the storage thereof
as well.

